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SECTION A: Answer all questions 155 marksl

1. The interest on a loan is 15% per year" Pind the loan if the interest for 2 years is
36,000 frw and also calculate the whole amount of money at the end of the same
period.

2" It is given that x + 2x. Find the range corresponding to the domain { -3, -1, 9 }.

3. Solve: 6x2 + 7x+ 2 = O.

4" Solve the following.inequality and illustrate the answer on a number line: 9 < 5 - 2x.

5. A half cylinder has a semi-circular base of diameter 20 dm and height 14dm. Find its
volume" r = 3.14.

1
6. Make A the subject of tJ'e formula: : =

2
7" Rationalize t}:e denominator: .---"" 1+ 3y's

8. Given that f(x) = (x - 7) (x + 2). Find x when f(x) = 14.

9. The area of a rhombus is 96cm2 and one of its diagonals is L6cm. Find the length of
the sides of the rhombus.

10" Find the equation of a line which passes through points (3, 7) and (-2, -3).

11.' A(6, 5), B(2, 1), C(5, -1) and D(9,3) *e 
"oorAinates 

of vertices of the quadrilateral
ABCD" Use vectors to show that quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram. P is the

11-+ -BC

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(4 marks)

(4 marks)

(4 marks)

(4 marks)

(4 marks)

(4 marks)mid-point of line BD. Find the coordinates of P.

12. Solve the foilowing simultaneous equations:
2x- 5y :7
4x+3y=1.

.,'l
lr/ /

,,y'',

/t;

13" A: B: C is a ratio. A: B = 5:3 and B: C = 4:7. Divide 212 kg in the ratio A: B: C.

14. Find the coordinates of images of points P (-2,21 andQ (3, 4).Under reflection in line
y: 1"

15. The area of a square is 9cm2 and the area of its image a-fter enlargement, is 36cm2.

(4 rnarks)

(4 marks)

(2 marks)

Find the linear scale of the enlargement.

t

SECTION B: answer three questions (45 matkgl

16. (a) Using a pair of compasses and a ruler only, draw triangle MNO in which MN

NO = 7cm and MO = 7.4crn.

(b) Draw the circumference of triangle MNO and find its radius. Calculate the area of
the circle. n = 3.L4. (9 marksi
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(2 marks)

= 9.8 cm,
(6 marks)



L7. The table below shows the ages in years of 8l students.

Ages ( years) 1.4 15 16 L7 18 19 20

Frequency L2 8 10 2L 9 11 10

Find (a) the mode age. (I mark)
(b) the median age. (3 marks)
(c) the mean age. (11 marks)

i8. (a) Ifyisinverselyproportionaltox andx= -3, when y= 4, frnd (i) xwhen y=2 and.
(ii)ywhenx=6.

(b) Today, a father is 30 years older than his daughter. The product of their age is
216. Find their ages in 10 years time.

19" (a) Solve: Soxf + L7x2 - 58x - 24 = O. o ',.

(b) If f(x) = x2 + 4x+1and g(E = X * 1, find x when
i) fg(x) = -Z

ii) sf(3).

20- al John bought 4 calculators and 2 pens at 14,000 Rwf. Mary bought 2 calculators and
5 pens at 11,000Rwf. Find the cost of

(i) One pen.

(ii) One calculator.

(iii) 5 calculators and 3 pens altogether.
ty'/

,,1)

(8 marks)

(7 marks)

(8 marks)

(5 marks)

(2 marks)

(9 marks)

b) A car can be bought on hire purchase by paying 2O%o deposit of tl:e cash price and.24"monthly installments of 2OO,0OORwf. The cash,price of the car is 4,0OO,0OOn*f.

i) Calculate the hire purchase price of the car. (3 marks)

ii) Determine the percentage extra money paid for the car on hire purchase thancash. (3 marks)
END
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ANSWERS FOR NATIONAL EXAIVIINATION 2OO9.
MATHEMATICS I

SECTIOIT A
100xI 3600x100

r.r - RxT zxLs
P = L2O,000Frw.

Amount = 120,000+36000

= 156,000Frw.

| 2. Domain Range
Irx-+2x

l-3I .,
(2 x(-3) = -6

(2x-L1 =-2

9 (2x9 )= 18

3. 6rJ + 7x+ 2 = 0

6* + 3x+ 4x+ 2

3x(2x+ll+2(2x+1) =0

(3x+21 +{2x+1) =0

3x+2=O

3x= -2

"= -';or 2x+ 1 = 0

2x= -l
1x=--.>

4.9<5-2x.

=9-51-2x

=41-2x

=21-x

=-2>x

=x(--2

c.

Base area

= (Y2 x 3.14 x 10 x 1oldm2

= 157dm2

t'Volume=L57x14

= 2198dm3 i;

6.

1

A

1
-=A

11
BC

B+c_ BC 
=A(B+C)BC B+C B+C

,ii. BC
,i,\=-t. B+c

z1t-z..lt)
1+ 3y's(1-3y's

2-6{s
-44

s\6-r
22

8.
f(x) = {x-7) (x+2)=14

x-7 = L4

*= r:
or x+2=14

x= 12
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xxL6=96,
9616x=-
75

x =6cm

62+92=W

100 = k2
5"* x

10" Gradient=fi=2

v--, 2
Gradient x-3 1

=-7=2x-6

=2x-6+7

y = 2x+ L

EQ,LI
AB = (i) () = (:l)

DC=(-t') ()=(:i)
D(9,3)

,(T,+)

, (* ,r)

Therefore, ABC is a

parallelogram because

opposite sides are equal

c(5,-1)

L2. 2l2x - 5y = 7

4x+3y=1
4x- lOY = l'4

- 4x+ 3y:1
-13Y = 13

Y=-1

2x-5(-7)=7
2x+5=7
2x=2
x= 1

13.

A 5 5x4 20
-=----=_B32x4L2

B44x3L2
=,_=_c77x32t

A:B:C = 2O:L2:27

Total ration = 2O+L2+27 = 33

Total ratio = 2L2kg

20ShareforA=* x 212= 80kgs
53

Share for B = * * 212 =48kgs
72

Share for C = * x 2L2= 84kgs
53

t4.

P (-2,2); Q(3,4)

P(-272 + (?x 1) 1(-2, o)

Q(3;-a + (2 x 1) = (-2, 0)

Or drawing and clothing in

the Cartesian plane fee

graph, coordinates of

P' = (-2, O) and g'= (3, -2)

15.
't//.

Sedle factor of enlargement
.,',

36=-:=4
9

Linear scale factor = rE

=+2or-2
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SECTION B
L6.

a) - Drawing(constructing) the sides first and

then angles

- construct the medians/bisections of sides

- radius ranges from 4.8 - 4.9cm

b) - Circle touching the sides of the circle

- MNO = (46 - 50') i.s +- (49')

- MON = +- 85o (84'- 88")

- NMO : +- 46" (45 - 47')

Area of the circle = nr2

= 3.14x4.9x4.9

=3.14x5xs

= 78.5cm2

L7.
a) mode = 17 years

b) median = (8, ) = ]{ar*r)

= 4I = 17 years

L376
c) mean age = 1;

= 16.9 * 17 years.
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Ase Freouencv F(x)
t4

15

16

L7

18

19

10

L2

8

10

21

9

11

10

,4

'7i.
,,{

/4'

168

r20

160

357

L62

209

200

I=81 I f(x) = L376
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yn;)Y=i, Whenx=-3,andy=4

4=+=k=-12

\2=+
2x = -L2

x= -6

-L2tr)Y=a

6Y = -L2

Y=-2

b) let the father's age be x yrs

The daughter has (x - 30) yrs

= x(x-30) = 2L6

= x2 - 30x= 216

=x2-30x-2L6=O

=x(x-36) +6(x-361 =6

+6)(x-36) =0

x=-60rx=36

The daughter's age is 6 yrs now and in

105zrs the daughter will be (10+6) = 16yrs

The father is now 36 yrs,

In 10yrs time, the father will be

36 + 19 = 46 yrs.

19" a) 30x3 + L7x2 - 58x - 24 = O

1.30x3 + 12:/f* 5x2 - 6x + 2x-24 = O 
^

= (303 + l2x2) + (5x2 + 2xl-,fox + 24) = O

= 6x2(5x + 2) + x(Sx + 2) - L2(5x + 2) = 0

= (6* * 1- 12)(5x + 2l = O

6x2 +x- 12 = O

6*+9x-8x-L2=O

3x(2x + 3) - 4(2x+ 3) = 0

3x-4=0or2x+3=O

'"3x=4 or 2x=-3

4-3x=: Qf 16=-32

bl il fg(x) = (x + 1)'+ +(x + 1) + 1

x2+6x+6 ,'i)' / '//

x2+6x+6<+x2+6x+8=O

x(x+2) +4(x+2)=O

(x+4) (x+21 =g

x= -4 or x= -2

ii) when gf(3)

gf(x) = x2 + 4x+ 2;

gf(3) = 3'+ 4(3) + 2

=g+L2+2

=23
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20. al Let c represent calculators and

Let p represent pens

-2c+p=7000

4p = 4OOO

p = 1000Rrw

.'. The cost of one pen = 1000Rfw

20, bl i) Price of the car on hire purchase = # x 4,000,0 OO + 24 x 2O0,000

= 800,000 + 4,800,000

= 5,600,000 Rwf ,!!
"k

iif extra cash paid" on hire purchase.: 5,600,000 - 4,000,000,rr 1,600,000

o/o extramoney paid on hire purchase = 1':::'::: x 1o0
4,000,000

ii) 4c + 2000 = 14,000

4c = 12,000

= 3OOORfw

; The cost of one calculator = 3000Rfw.

iii) 5c a 3p = 5(3000) + 3(1000)

= 15,000 + 3000

= 18,000Rfw

The cost of 5 calculators and 3 pens

= 18,0O0 Rfw

:
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